www.bayareaturningpoint.org
The 19th Annual Bay Area Turning Point Holiday Market- Rules and Regulations
1. This agreement is for the 19th Annual Bay Area Turning Point, Inc (BATP) Holiday Market to be held on November
29, 2018.
2. The 19th Annual BATP Holiday Market will take place in the Sylvan Beach Pavilion. It is intended to be an
opportunity for vendors to sell merchandise through their local company while acting as a fundraiser for BATP.
3. All spaces are assigned by BATP representatives. Specific booth space requests are not guaranteed.
4. Booths are approximately 8’x 8’ in area, but some booths may vary in size. Vendor/participant shall furnish
tables, coverings, fixtures, shelving, display cases, and other items needed for decorations and display of
merchandise in booth. All contents including tables and displays must fit within the 8’x8’ spaces.
5. Electricity is available for an additional charge of $30.00. Extension cords will NOT be provided. Availability is
limited. Cords must be secured.
6. Displays and set up must be completed by 8:30 a.m. and must be completely removed by 4:30 p.m. on the day
of the BATP Holiday Market. You also may not pack up and leave prior to closing time. Move in time is subject to
change.
7. You are responsible for cleaning up your area after the event by removing all trash and unsold items. A
dumpster will be available for trash.
8. Booth space in non-transferable. A request to have sale space next to another vendor/participant is not
guaranteed.
9. Refunds will not be given because of weather related closures or because a vendor can no longer participate. All
other rules and regulations will still apply.
10. Prohibited items: NO live animals or pets, illegal and/or legal dangerous weapons (including knives, guns, etc.),
vehicles, fundraisers, alcoholic/nonalcoholic beverages, open flames or materials offensive to the public
morality will be sold.
11. BATP holds the right to make any and all determinations as the appropriateness of any item displayed. If an item
is deemed inappropriate, you will be asked to remove it from public display.
12. It is the responsibility of the vendor/participant to provide change for purchases.
13. Collection and payment of all applicable sales tax is the sole responsibility of the vendor/participant.
14. This event is open to the public.
15. Any violations of the rules and regulations of the BATP Holiday Market by the vendor/participant can/and will
result in removal from the premises without a refund and/or suspension from the participation in future BATP
events.
16. This agreement is between the vendor/participant and Bay Area Turning Point, Inc. BATP, its agents and
representatives, employees and volunteers thereof, from all and any claims, demands, actions, debts, liabilities,
and judgments, claimed account of, or in any manner predicated upon the loss of or damage to property, or
injury to, or death of any person(s), in any manner caused or contributed to by any negligent act or omission or
willful and intentional act of the Vendor/Participant identified above.
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